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A contemporary designer beach home that offers the perfect coastal lifestyle. Nestled in a quiet family friendly street

only a short 500m stroll from the pristine Narrawallee Beach, this architectural gem is inspired by the renowned building

design group, Salt.The unique design of this home seamlessly combines industrial-style cladding with earthy beach house

interiors. Drawing inspiration from its leafy surrounds, the eye-catching skillion roof is beautifully enhanced by hardwood

features and contrasts with Colorbond, FC Barestone, and Weathertex cladding.As you step inside, prepare to be

captivated by the striking features including hardwood flooring and vaulted charcoal wash ply ceilings. The abundance of

highlight windows allows natural light to bounce off the whitewashed walls, creating a warm and inviting living space.This

home boasts two pavilions and a foyer that converge in the middle, leading to a central courtyard deck. The hardwood

deck is private and tranquil, surrounded by ferns, bamboo, and tropical landscaping, providing the perfect space for

relaxation and outdoor entertaining.The gourmet chef's kitchen features 40mm stone countertops, an island bench with

waterfall end, breakfast bar, gas cooktop, integrated dishwasher and a pleasant leafy outlook. When it's time to rest,

retreat to the master bedroom, a true haven of relaxation. A Japanese-inspired hardwood feature wall divides the

walk-through robe and the divine ensuite, complete with a dual hardwood vanity.Guests will also be treated to comfort

and style with three additional bedrooms and a gorgeous main bathroom. A freestanding soaking tub with Travertine and

Piatra Grey tiles are highlights of this luxurious bathroom, creating a modish vibe.Whether it's the heart-warming slow

combustion fireplace that keeps you cosy in winter or the reverse cycle air conditioning and fabulous cross-flow

ventilation via louvre windows that keep the home cool in summer, this beach house offers year-round comfort.Don't

miss this opportunity to own a contemporary designer beach house that perfectly embodies the essence of coastal living

and exudes sophistication. So many versatile options, a ready to move in weekender, comfortable family home or a funky

down sizer which is low maintenance lock up and go. A 6 Minute walk to the beach, embrace the serene beauty of

Narrawallee and indulge in the ultimate beachside lifestyle.Additional features:* Big Ass Haku Ceiling fan in the living

area* Large glass sliding doors for indoor/ outdoor living* Bathrooms with underfloor heating and heated towel rail*

Compressed FC feature wall and built-in hardwood TV cabinet* Outdoor shower* Double garage, auto door and internal

access


